Ukraine celebrates 28 years of independence
No ‘G8’ until Russia ends its occupation

Independence Day of Ukraine: facts & brief history.
Glory to Ukraine!- Johnson and other British politicians congratulate Ukrainians on Independence Day. (Video)

G7 leaders say ‘too early’ to reintegrate Russia into group.

No ‘G8’ until Russia ends its occupation of Crimea and frees all Ukrainian hostages.

EU’s Tusk: more reasons than ever to keep Russia out of G7.

Macron: Russia can’t return to G8 format before Ukraine crisis solved.

Russia to return to G7 after leaving Crimea and Donbas – Freeland.

Trump says Russia belongs, wants to make it the G8 again.

Ukraine does not recognize fake ‘elections’ in Abkhazia.

Nord Stream 2 harming environment inside Russia. Greenpeace Russia says.

Russian Liberation is Occupation: StopFakeNews with Marko Suprun (No.249)

Debunking Russian propaganda: Ukrainian language – dialect of Russian.

Debunking Russian propaganda: Russia — successor state of Kyivan Rus. For more than 6 centuries, Russia has tried to justify its imperial policy and strangle the national liberation movement in Ukraine.

Debunking Russian propaganda: Ukraine and NATO. Russian media outlets portray the military alliance as an aggressive organization and claim that countries which have joined, lose their sovereignty.

Independence Day = Freedom Day
Where are Ukrainian brains “drained” to, and how?

New power and media: is a “direct dialogue” with society dangerous?

Where are Ukrainian brains “drained” to, and how?

No stable Ukrainian-Russian peace possible until Putin convicted of war crimes. Shulipa says.

Molotov-Ribbentrop: the pact that changed Europe’s borders.

Putin’s nuclear arms blackmail caused a ‘mini-Chernobyl’.

Independence Day = Freedom Day: Two processions instead of parade.
U.K. firm says it verified Russian presence in Ukraine
People who live and fight for Ukraine every day

Aug.26. Occupation forces violate ceasefire in Donbas 13 times over past day.

On Independence Day, enemy fires five times on Joint Forces positions.

Tank Recon: U.K. firm says it verified Russian presence in Ukraine.

People who live and fight for Ukraine every day.

Russia prepares banking system of occupied Donbas for integration.

Letter from soldier Vitaliy Markiv, sentenced to 24 years by an Italian court.

Russian military forge documents to hide presence in Donbas. Russia offers passports to mercenaries so they can receive the same pay as regular Russian forces.

InformNapalm: Russian Yamal landing craft involved in seizure of Crimea.

Sushchenko, four more political prisoners sent to Moscow
Russian abduction, torture nightmare ends for Ukrainian prisoner

Ukrinform correspondent Sushchenko, four more political prisoners transferred to Moscow.

Moskalkova returns to Moscow from Kyiv.

Crimeans who show Ukrainian identity get ‘hunted’.

Russian abduction and torture nightmare ends for Ukrainian political prisoner.
**Week's balance**: Ukraine implements 'economic visa-free regime' with Israel, Cabinet reduces electric tariffs, promises average wage at $540.

Parliament has full agenda for first sitting. The Verkhovna Rada will need to create a new government and elect a new Prime Minister.

**Ukraine’s minimum wage tripled over three years**, says Social Policy Minister of Ukraine Andriy Reva.

Vilnius, Kyiv, Madrid, Prague, Pristina and Tallinn are the most transparent European capitals.

Kyiv named among 50 world’s friendliest cities.

---

**Ukraine ranks fifth in the world in freelance income growth**

How can Kyiv become the center of Europe?

The largest online consignment and thrift store thredUP raises $175 million. Half of its engineers are from Ukraine.

Ukraine ranks fifth in the world in terms of freelance income growth.
Ukrainian castles appear on Tinder
Ukraine's "Homeward" nominated for Best International Feature Film

Ukrainian castles appear on Tinder – this is a project of the “12 Guards” charity foundation and Royenko Agency.

Government has funded shooting of nearly 150 films over past three years.

Ukraine's "Homeward" nominated for Best International Feature Film at Oscars.

Housing developments in interwar Lviv: The officers' colony

Left: Ukrainian Judoka Daria Bilodid repeats World Championship title. The 18 year old secured her second title.

Right: Kharkiv freediver sets World Record.
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